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Myairbags com abs module

· Starter discussion • #1 • 8 mo ago I've been a bit since I lasted published, but it was out driving my 03 SSR and all of a sudden the chinch starts to turn off and the light abs light and park brake turns on. Connected to my friends' computer and it's the ABS control module and wheel speed sensors.
Someone knows where to get a new one like the company I had located said they can't fix what I have (they do modules/dashes etc)or someone here knows someone I can contact regarding possibly staring at one that I have as GM interrupted them. Any help is appreciated · Try Mike at Simple
Engineering. he can. Doug, Dragon2u or Dicktator. They can fix you · Mike aliasEs Dragon2U and I repair EBCM, the top half of the ABS. The welding melts, the signal leaves. Or you can send EBCM, only the top half of the ABS a: MYAIRBAGS 2005 BOGGS RD DULUTH, GA 30096 678-778-8890 Link:
Chevrolet SSR (1999-2006) ABS EBCM Module Repair Service ABS Module Repair - UpFix Are Kelsey Hayes 325 no longer. 03/04 is different from 05/06 EBCM. Look at the same but the program is different. Speed sensors, three, one for front wheel and one rear mounted transmission to the crankshaft
for rear wheels. Removing EBCM on As Library: Search for ABS BRAKE Dicktator 1. EBCM 2. EBCM 3. ABS next to the catalytic converter. 4. Rear wheel speed sensor 5. Front wheel connector for wheel sensor. Sensor on wheel, rarely goes wrong, magnet. · Quick question the truck has been sitting for
a while and is it possible that the rotors will rust? It's most likely the problem of the form soldier listed above by Dicktator. But if the rotors or wheel sensors have rusted and knocked down some of them and a wheel sensor is endoughing, you may need to clean them. Also a good idea to get a heat shield
from Mike from Simple Engineering to help keep the heat off from the brake module after repairing it. · Starter Discussion • #5 • 8 mo ago Quick question the truck has been sitting for a while and is it possible that the rotors have rusted? It's most likely the problem of the form soldier listed above by
Dicktator. But if the rotors or wheel sensors have rusted and knocked down some of them and a wheel sensor is endoughing, you may need to clean them. Also a good idea to get a heat shield from Mike from Simple Engineering to help keep the heat off from the brake module after repairing it. they didn't
drive every week or two and crawling under yesterday to remove the module didn't notice any rust on rotors or sensors · Probably welding then. I had to fix my 04 last summer. If you understand, the hard part is over. It's easier then he came out, or at least I think he did. Good luck one of these guys will
take care of the repair for you. I sent an airbag module to fix it after an accident. They sent it back to me and said it had been fixed. When I installed the module it showed that all the data crashed was still there, I had to send it back to them and then then declared that it could not be solved. They won't
refund all my money because they said they won't return shipping costs. I try not to leave negative reviews, but this is not the way a company should do business in my opinion It sent my driver's side seatbelt and my airbag module to get the shipment repaired was expensive, but hey you need it done, the
items connected it the right way and all my indicators light up like a pressure of christmas tree tires, ABS, airbag light, control engine, emergency brake light traction control light. I disconnected the seat belt and module and all the indicators turned off except the airbag light which was already on before the
first installation. Slow seatbelt retraction module looks like it hasn't been restored and when I plug in the seat belt and module All the light lights are called customer support several times they said they can't do anything about it. The buyer is careful to pay more for shipping, so the actual service and once
the service is done you would still have the airbag light on or more indicators never turn on again. I've posted the reviews on their website and yelp and I won't stop until people know there's a scammer paid for an ABS form repair service with MyAirbags about a year ago for my F-150, (23/12/19) had to
send the part back to them once already after the initial repair, not to mention that it took longer than usual to locate the part when it was already in their office for a few days (I had to call them to warn that my part got there). Take note of the fact that I pay for shipping to MyAirbags and return to my house
every time, it doesn't matter if it's their fault if the part isn't repaired properly. They said He changed all the ultrasonic bonding wires. Communication problems solved. Fixed intermittent functionality. Resolved wheel speed sensor issues. I had to pay my mechanic $150 every time he opened this part of my
truck and has been sitting in front of his store for almost a month. Today is 21/01/2020 and I just got off the phone with a gentleman named Alex King where he told me he doesn't have any manager or employee identification number. I called MyAirbags' main phone number, spoke to Alex King, expressed
my frustration and he didn't help at all, I already spent $300 in labor and had a month of my truck idleness. This is not the customer service I expected and I can't believe any of the reviews I've read about this company, considering they still want me to pay for return shipping and are willing to speed up
and provide me with a shipping label. Wheel speed sensor/traction light output issues from the beginning due to a faulty ABS module that MyAirbags cannot repair properly. Today I called to express my frustration and to send the part to them with the hope that MyAirbags will fix it properly, but Alex King,
told me that they will not pay for the shipment. Let's say that finally repair my part correctly properly THE THIRD TIME, I'll still be out another $150, for a total of $450 in labor because MyAirbags can't do it right the first time. The least they could do is provide me with a refund and fix my part once and for
all, but they don't even want to pay shipping costs, this is not like running a business. My advice to customers, spend the extra $250 on a new part and don't get any of your parts repaired by these guys. Ho jeeb grand Cherokee 2014 detonated the airbag of the driver set, the driver's set belt exploded and
the airbag exploded behind the driver on the roof. Can I rest with scanning tools and how? Thank you I looked for the form I needed on their website and it was wrong. When I pulled out the old part and called them that the part on the site was incorrect, they had the correct one in stock but I would have to
pay again for shipping even though the information on their site was incorrect. I would never use them again. It cost me $61 for and restoring the airbag module. I got the wrong form, then emailed them and asked me to send it back. I asked them for my form and they say it was received. I tell them once
again that I got the wrong one. I'm told they're going to send me another one, it's been at least 3 weeks and no emails or form. Terrible customer service, I just bought a new one and I'm out $61. My airbags are a great place to do business They have great customer service. I sent my TCM for my Mazda 5
to rebuild. Because I had displacement problems and the AT light turned on. The transmission fluid is where it should be. I paid about 215 not including shipping to be sent to be repaired. It took about a week to get to them and a week to get back to me, so 2 weeks down. I install my reconstructed TCM
and they recommend tying the TCM to the beak lines near the main cylinder and not installing it above the transmission where it goes because the main reason for TCM failures is due to the heat of the transmission. So I do as they recommend and as I start the vehicle the CEL and AT light lights up
immidiately. This time or they have a different flaw. But it's still connected to an electrical problem with the TCM. So I send them an email and they had me send it back for free. Another 2 weeks later I received my TCM once again rebuilt and after installing it again on my brake lines and starting the
vehicle. No faults and no light. Relief. But as I go to put the car in reverse. The vehicle shook and popped the CEL and AT light. Scanned the vehicle and once again a different fault related to the electric in TCM. Um.. At this point the car is down a month and is going to be down another 2 weeks. I sent
them back via email and asked if there's a way to the entire module for every fault that the TCM would give and that they listed there repairs would fix. I don't want to go down this road for the 4th time, maybe even the 5th. This was my first time using this website for a new TCM is over $500. Not so great
of of service for the first time buyer. Let's hope no one else through this issue. Because it cost me a lot of time. I sent my 2004 TB cluster meter to be repaired. The indicators were sticking/not working and some of my lights were burned. What I liked about MyAirbags is that no matter how many things I
needed to fix - it was a direct price. I sent it late on 09/09/2019 and they arrived on 12/09/2019, repaired and sent back on 13/09/2019 and received it again on 16/09/2019. FAST AND EFFICIENT SERVICE! Everything works perfectly and everything has been fixed! Highly suggest using this company. I
looked at some of them before I went with MyAirbags, what he sold me was the 24-hour turnaround (because who really likes to use an old TomTom to tell their speed and not know how much petrol they have) and they weren't lying with the time frame! MyAirbags delivered what they promised and helped
me save $2,000! My local mechanic would charge more than $2,000 to unlock the seatbelts and replace the airbag module. Thank you MyAirbags!! Great service and work. Repaired my Caprice instrument panel for a fraction of what it would have cost to replace. The process is easy and straightforward
with a 24-hour turnaround. They also keep you informed about the status. If you need this type of service you will not find a better company. I am very impressed and will use them again. Quick and easy to order provided exactly what was needed. I had to change the ship to address and contacted
customer service. The person who responded was very knowledgeable and very efficient. I highly recommend the services. MyAirbags does what they say they are going to do, the seat belts have been repaired along with the bolted module everything, connected the connectors and the system has been
fixed. The airbag light went out and the car returned to the road at a much lower cost than the OEM replacement would have been. Good work that I have been using Myairbags for many years. I've never had a single problem with their processing, or service. On June 6, 2019 I wrote a scaly review of
MyAirbags for what I thought was incomplete workmanship. I was out of line. Immediately after presenting the review, a representative of the company called me and asked me to return the tools group and that they would do well. There were no additional charges incurred and they repaired the cluster to
function as new. It works perfectly and I'm ashamed. I was ashamed that I didn't give them a chance to do it right before writing such a negative review. I sincerely appreciate the ethics that MyAirbags has shown and I would like to apologise for acting so hastily. Read another review on MyAirbags Called
before spending the money on the I described my form in detail. Wasted $47 on overpriced shipments and 4 days of inactivity. Hiring sales staff during hiring calls need more training. This is the second time this has happened. User for the first time. Great service. Received my tools group back for my 98
Ford Mustang as good as as I recommend to anyone. Excellent service. I have used them many times, always reliable and timely. Quick and timely service, however I didn't expect anything less from this company. The customer service is great and answered my questions without any hesitation! The
ECU we sent worked and saved our customers tons of money from having to replace! I will definitely use them in the future. I purchased 8 recovery vehicles, all with SRS deployed (airbags and belt pretensioners). In all cases I sent the distributed equipment to MyAirbags for recharging and restoring the
airbag module. No problem, and they're quick. 1 2 3 4 5 6 Next page
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